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01 Introduction 
011 Political Considerations 
Issue 
-how to use spatial setting and quality of religious architecture in order to lift people's hearts 
for worship 
-how to set up image of religious architecture through the manipulation of architectural form in 
order to propagate the gospel 
-how to facilitate different religious programs inside a religious architecture 
-how to deal with location issue of religious architecture 
Intention 
Only in Shatin District in Hong Kong, there are more than ten Christian Churches, each having 
several places for holding service on every Sunday. The places for worship scatter around in 
Shatin District. The churches either hire a hall from the primary or secondary school or hire 
an office area from the commercial building. Those places are not designated for worship 
function. They are merely a lecture hall from a school, an ordinary classroom or a common 
office area Christians gain no sense of worship from the spatial setting and quality of those 
places. They suggest nothing to neither glorify god nor lift up people's hearts. Spatial 
concern is not yet an issue in Hong Kong's Christian Churches. 
Moreover, those places cannot tell people that their function is for worshipping god. 
Christians know the places for attending service by reading the pamphlets distributed on 
streets or being invited by friends, not to talk about the unbelievers. There is no dominant 
image for Christian Churches in Hong Kong in terms of architectural form. 
I see the opportunity now to unite different churches in the same district in Hong Kong together, 
to create a complex or a district for both lifting people's hearts in order to prepare themselves 
for worship and propagate gospel to the unbelievers through the dominant image of the 
Christian complex or district as the house of god. 
Hong Kong has the freedom in religion. Christian Churches have set up in Hong Kong with 
well-defined hierarchy. Whereas in China, Christian Churches are now controlled under the 
Central Government. I believe that Christians shall overcome political power someday. The 
rapid pace of Christian Churches development will be out of imagination. If the consideration 
of requirement and quality of religious architecture is looked into at this moment, we are 
preparing to deal with the situation in the future. 
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Therefore, the intention of my research is to explore the spatial elements for achieving 2 main 
issues: lifting the hearts of Christians for worship and propagate gospel through a dominant 
image of religious architecture. 
The site for experiment is still open now, as both Hong Kong and China could be the options. 
Both provide me with interests to explore them. 
Scope of Study 
In order to have a thorough exploration in the spatial requirement and quality of religious 
architecture, especially Christianity, research in historical architecture design would be carried 
out from the Covenant Box in Exodus to the Temple built by King Solomon, to early church, 
and then from Romanesque to Gothic, to Baroque. The essential settings and symbols of 
architectural elements would be explored. 
Moreover, the comparisons within modem religious architecture of different religions will be 
taken, like Buddha, Hindu, Islam and Shinto, in order to search for common ground in religious 
architecture and the differences according to different religious events. 
Other than literature and drawing research, physical participation in field trip to visit China's 
Ghristian Ghurches could be done. As a Christian, I feel energetic to conduct this thesis. 
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012 Perception & Expression 
Subject 
Architecture expression of people's way to perceive Christianity 
Background 
Architects have the responsibility to improve the surrounding environment for better living. 
Christian has the mission to propagate gospel to the surrounding people. As both architect 
and Christian, I take the responsibility to improve the Christian Church for facilitating the 
propagation of gospel. 
Purpose of Study 
As time passes by year-by-year, human society walks forward step by step. The way people 
perceive Christianity varies in different ages. This can be seen from the different architectural 
expressions of Christian churches. 
This generation has its own way to perceive Christianity, so there must be an architectural 
expression of Christian Church for this generation. My thesis project is to investigate how 
people in this generation perceive Christianity objectively; and suggest an architectural 
expression for today's Chnstian church. 
This method of collecting people's thought about one thing and transforming it into an 
architectural expression could be my design method in the future. 
Scope of Study 
From century A.D. to 20^ century A.D., there are different periods for Christianity, in the 
other side, there are different styles for Christian Church, two parallel time-lines will be drawn. 
Each periods for Christianity and each styles for Christian church will be looked into. 
The emphasis will be put on the comparison of how people perceived Christianity in a certain 
period and how those perceptions were architecturally expressed. Because of the long history 
of Christianity, the time-line for it will be chopped into individual periods. For the architectural 
time-line, emphasis is put on the style of a particular period, but not some famous buildings. 
Only Christianity is within the research area, but not the other religions. Focus is put on a 
single religion with its architecture. There will not be comparisons between architecture of 
different religions. 
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Methodology 
In order to look at the perception of people towards Christianity, three groups of people will be 
discussed. Firstly, how believers perceived Christianity and wtiat was the core of faith. 
Secondly, how unbelievers perceived Christianity and what made them against Christianity. 
Thirdly, why the leaders of church permitted those styles of architecture. 
Relating to these perceptions, relationships with expressions of Christian church will be sorted 
out. Hopefully, there are apparent relationships, ff there are, in which aspects did they 
express? I门 planning, massing, spacing or lighting 
Reference 
For history of Christian, related readings are the only access. For the perception of 
Christianity in this generation, other than readings, interviews with priest in church and young 
believers will be arranged. 
For the architecture time-line, related readings are the only access. 
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013 Experiencing Christianity 
Research 
- faith in Christianity 
- spirituality in Christianity 
- how people experience God 
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014 Tectonic Analysis 
Background 
Nowadays, Christian Churches in Hong Kong very often use the assembly hall of the primary 
or secondary school, or hire a flat inside an office building. The spaces in use are not 
designated for the purpose of worship. 
Those spaces neither glorify God nor lift up peoples heart for worship. They could not tell 
people that their function is for worshipping God. Christians know the places for attending 
service by reading the pamphlets distributed on streets or being invited by friends, not to talk 
about the unbelievers. 
/Architectural input is not yet an issue for Christian church. There is no dominant image for 
Christian churches in Hong Kong in terms of architectural form. 
My intention is to raise this issue in 卜long Kong, to design a non-denominated Christian church 
in Hong Kong which can lift up peoples heart for worship and set an image for Christian church 
in Hong Kong in terms of architectural form. 
Scope of Study 
The scope of study includes two portions. The first one deals with the global development of 
Chnstrian church, started from the Early Christian, Romanesque, Gothic, Renaissance, 
Baroque to Modern style. Emphasis is put on the style of each particular period, but not a 
particular building. 
The second portion deals with the local design of Christian church and Theological Seminary. 
The scope of study is limited to religion of Christianity only. Comparison with architecture 
from other religions would not be included. 
Methodology 
In order to study the global development of the Christian church through the ages and the local 
newly designed Christian church and Theology Seminary, 3 Levels of study will be imposed 
The first level deals with the relationship between the building and the site. Location issue 
and the role of the church building at its location will be studied. 
The second level deals with the building composition. The manipulation of the volumetric 
mass and the structural system of the church building will be studied. 
The third level deals with the building detail design. The use of facade material and 
lighting effect will be studied carefully, as religious architecture provides the most 
evident examples of light phenomenal effects. 

















Ai -m^' m, 
Nowadays, Christian Churches in Hong Kong very 
often use the assembly hall of the primary or sec-
ondary school, or hire a flat inside an off ice build-
ing. The spaces in use are not designated for 
the purpose of worship. 
Those spaces neither glorify G o d nor lift up peo-
ples heart for worship. They cou ld not tell peo-
ple that their funct ion is for worshipping God. 
Ghristians know the places for a t tending service 
by reading the pamphlets distributed on streets 
Of being invited by friends, not to talk about the 
unbelievers. 
Architectural input is not yet an issue for Chris-
tian church. There is no dominant 丨mage for 
Christian churches in Hong Kong in terms of ar-
chitectural form. 
My intention is to raise this issue in Hong Kong, to 
design a non-denominated Christian church in 
Hong Kong which c a n lift up peoples heart for 
worship and set an image for Christian church in 
Hong Kong in terms of architectural form. 
1. stage of an Assembly Hall 
2. Assembly Hall of a Secondary School 
3. Setting for a Service inside the Hall 
4. Flat In an Office Building 







The scope of study includes two portions. The first one 
deals with the g loba l deve lopmen t of Christrian church, 
started from the Early Christian, Romanesque, Gothic, 
Renaissance, Baroque to Modern style. Emphasis is put 
on the style of e a c h particular period, but not a particu-
lar building. 
The second portion deals with the local design of Chris-
t b n church and Theological Seminary. The scope of study 
is limited to religion of Christianity only. Comparison with 
architecture from other religions wou ld not be inc luded. 
The I st century hypogeum of subterranean temple which 
was built by Claudius is one of the first examples of the 
form which the Early Christian basilica was later to de-
velop. In fact, it is built on a rectangular plan and the 
interior is d iv ided by two rows of six piers supporting round 
arches. The hall opens into a d e e p semicircular apse at 
the far end and is roofed with barrel vault ing which, like 
the walls, is deco ra ted with plasterwork. This temple is 
thought to have pertained to a mystic cult and been used 
for initiation ceremonies. The architectonic elements defi-
nitely appear to herald the structure of a Christian church. 
The C a t a c o m b are considered the first Christian architec-
ture, even though they are not real buildings. They are, in 
fact, subterranean burial pl〇ces for the interment and 
venerat ion of the dead , which was an Oriental custom 
that was also a d o p t e d for the en tombment of the Mas-
ter, whose mortal remains were laid in a chamber ca rved 
out of the rock. 
Christian architects also turned their attention to construct-
ing upon the so-cal led rotunda or polygonal plan, and 
such buildings weree especially character ized by their 
cupolas. As in ancient Rome, these round buildings were 
originally used as mausoleums, or, in the Chnsfian era, as 
oratories for the martyrs, but later on they were a d a p t e d 
for batisimal fites. 
1. The Hypogeum of Claudius- Rome, Italy 
2. Ca tacomb of San Gennaro Del Poveri- Naples, Italy 
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At the gates of the city of Pisa stand 
the most beauti ful of all Pisan Ro-
manesque buildings, the ca thedra l 
and baptistry, f lanked by the famous 
Leaning Tower. The azure skies a n d 
green lawns enf rame the pa le mar-
ble group and isolate their impec-
cab le beauty superbly from the en-
c roachment of the surroudings. 
Milan Cathedral is the only example 
of an entirety Gothic ca thedra l in 
I taly. It is d e d i c a t e d to Mar i ae 
Nascenti and the building was be-
gun in 1387 at 丨he wishes of Gian 
Galeazzo Visconti, Archbishop da 
Saluzzo and the entire peop le of the 
city. It was comp le ted as late as the 
last century. If is carried out in the 
Flamboyant style a n d the original 
plan was designed by an unknown 
architect from the north. However, 
during the five centunes that it was 
under construct ion French, Italian 
and German architects of very dif-
ferent tastes took part in 丨he 丨ask. 
Indeed, very few Renaissance build-
ings were constructed in the region 
a n d Turin C a t h e d r a l is the only 
church in pure Renaissance style. It 
was efected between 1492 98 uncief 
Cardinal Delia Rovere, Bishop of lu-
rin, and ded ica ted to St. John, the 
patron saint of 丨he city. 
1. Pisa Cathedral and Baptistry- Italy 
2. Milan Cathedral- Italy 
3. Turin Cathedral- Italy 
m 
l i 
The Church of St. Ignatius in Rome, which was designed by 
Alessandro Algardo, is outstanding for the ca lm severity of 
its archi tectonic expression. It represents the persistence of 
traditional forms alongside bo ld Baroque innovations. 
The Gothic- inf luenced Church of the Holy Family in Barce-
lona, to which the inventive Spanish architect Antonio Gaudi 
devo ted the last years of his life, from 1909 to 1926, really 
belongs to the Liberty stylo which sprang up in England, 
Germany, Austria and Belgium and spread throughout Eu-
rope in the early 20th century. 
Complete ly unusual forms are used in the church of Notre-
Dame-Du-Haut at Ronchamp, which was designed by Le 
Corbusier, one of the greatest architects of 20th century and 
of the Functionalist movement . The bulging roof appears 
to overf low the structure, which is like the prow of a ship, 
the decorat ive features on the surfaces consist of the inter-
esting, irregular insets of the windows and loop holes through 
which the light enters the interior in an extraordinarily mov-
ing way. The pulpif is easily visible from the outside, as is the 
spout from which water pours into a basin below, forming 
an unusual kind of fountain. The stained glass of the many 
windows was earned out by the architect himself. Although 
this edif ice is original and rich in style and Inventiveness, the 
overall result os mannerist.丨丨 lacks the genuine intensity of 
an artists lyrical part icipation in the work he is creating. The 
design for 丨his church was approved in 丨 95〗and the church 
was consecrated on June 25,丨 955. 
The Church of St. Ignatius- Rome, Italy 
Church of the Holy Family- Barcelona, Spain 
Notre-Dame-Du-Haut- Ronchamp, 
This is one of the newly designed Christian churches 
in Hong Kong. No matter the external form and the 
internal spatial quality are designed with new con-
cept . Precedents like this in Hong Kong will be looked 
into for studying. 
The External Formof a Newly Designed Church 
& 3. The Internal Spatial Quality 
This is one of the Theology Seminaries in Hong Kong. 
It consists of a church for worship, buildings for edu-
cational purpose and residential purpose as welt. The 
complexity of it acts as the design cha l lenge for the 
project. Precedents like this in Hong Kong will be 
looked into for studying. 
4. The Site of the Theology Seminary 
5. The Church of the Theology Seminary 
6. Landscape inside the Theology Seminary 
7. Educational and Residential PorHons 
In order to study the g loba l deve lopment of the Christian church through the ages and the local newly de-
signed Christian church and Theology Seminary, 3 Levels of study will be imposed. 
The first level deals with the relationship be tween the building and the site. Location issue and the role of the 
church building at its locat ion will be studied. 
The second level deals with the building composit ion. The manipulat ion of the volumetric mrjss and the 
structural system of the church building will be studied. 
The third level deals with the building detai l design. The use of f acade material and lighting ef fect " i l l be 
studied carefully, as religious architecture provides the most evident examples of light phenomena l effects. 
Relationship with Site Building Composit ion 3. Detail Design- Facade Material & Lighting Effect 
02 Precedent Studies 
021 Readings- Early Christian Architecture 
Readings in this part are focused in the issue of Lighting in Early 
Christian Architecture, followings are the summary and thoughts 




- before 13'^  century, because of structural difficulty and the expensive price of glass, 
openings in early Ghnstian church were minimized 
- the invention of flying buttress made larger openings possible, stained glass is presented 
as painting with light, for telling stories. The movement of candle flame gave the sense of 
movement in lighting 
- in 19'^  century, quantity of light was more important. Contact between preacher and 
congregation and to read the service books were crucial factors for lighting requirement. 
Therefore, electric light replaced gas light. The hard light made fewer and fewer 
churches being able for congregation to seize the memories of atmosphere in pervious 
time 
Chapter Two 
- the focus of interests in church design varied constantly However, light is a symbol and 
this symbol should be developed 
- creating contrast in shape, color or texture with the surroundings is a common place in 
designing church 
- symmetrical lighting makes things flat and dull 
- books of choir and bible reading are two major cases in lighting requirement 
Chapter Six 
- the most impressive ceiling should not be emphasized to a point at which the attention to 
the liturgy is districted, because a church is not a museum 
- human faces' visibility is necessary for full communication 
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The Churches and Catacombs of Early Christian- Rome, 
A Comprehensive Guide 
Inconspicuous Domus Ecclesia 
- house with fountain in the courtyard 
- functions inside are Eudnanst, baptism, storage, administration like distribution of welfare 
and instruction for new converts, living quarters for clergy and classroom 
Vast Funerary Hails of Constantine the Great 
- basilica had no religious connotation, just as large meeting hall 
- imperial patronage Christian basilica had layout dependent on available fund, local 
building practices, local liturgical customs and particular religious function. There were 
no standard types until the second half of century 
- second half of century, churches began to be o门entated on an east west axis, with the 
apse at the eastern end. It was the belief that Christ was connected with the 门sing sun. 
therefore, the congregation and the priest faced east during the worship. 
- 丨门 the and centuries, the orientation was adhered to more until Romanesque period. 
Since then churches were simply orientated by local topographical conditions. 
Eastern Features during Byzantine Rule 
- eastern styles and additions were now introduced at several churches These included 
the polygonal apse, the trefoil chancel and the gallery over the aisles. 
Early Christian Buildings- A Graphic Introduction 
Types of Christian Architecture rather than Pagan Buildings 
- normal churches for Sunday Mass 
- funerary churches in cemeteries beyond the walls of cities 
- commemorative churches in Holy Land at sites where events in the life of Ghrist have 
taken place 
- funerary monuments like martyria at martyrs tombs 
- baptisteries, were small central plan structures at cathedrals 
- monasteries were introduced 丨ate in 4’^  and 5…centuries, away from population 
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Considerations for Architectural Planning 
- strength of local building practice and the skill of workman 
- identification of specific forms of buildings with particular ideas 
- geographical proximity to one or another influential center 
- sponsorship 
- liturgical requirements 
Trends in Christian Architecture 
- The Basilica 
Simple form of Roman secular hall was sometimes influential in forming normal basilican 
type churches. 
- T h e Central Plan 
The round building has been richly developed as a tomb type and was institutionalized as 
an imperial FRoman monumental mausoleum; with Dome of Heaven. 
- Cross Shaped Building 
Constantine's church of the Holy Apostles with the twelve apostles' relics at its at its 
crossing became the model for a new type of building, the monumental free standing 
martynum 
- The Double-shelled Tetraconch 
Pedicated to harmony, the Divine power uniting the Universe, Church and Empire 
The Origin and Development of Early Christian Church Architecture 
Orientation 
Reason for deductions from the practice are that in praying to the east, the soul is hoping 
for the restoration to its ancient home in Paradise through Christ the Second Adam, and 
that Christians are looking for their Lord's return, since the coming of the Son of Man will 
be like the "Lightning that cometh out of the east and shineth even until the west". 
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022 Christian Architecture for Hong Kong Today 
A new kind of architectural expression has been employed in the 
design of Wing Kwong Pentecostal Holiness Church by Taoho 
Design Architects Ltd. at Lok Fu. It touched my heart. 
It is the time to emphasize that architectural design in Christian 
architecture help lift up believers' hearts for worship and help 
attract unbelievers to come in. My thesis project is to design a 
non-denominational Christian architecture achieving these two 
points. 
Research Area 
As I have to design a non-denominational Christian architecture in an urban context, 2 aspects 
should be dealt with. 
Social Asf)o< 
What are the role and strategies of Christian church for Hong Kong today? 
How could architecture help to materialize those strategies? 
Interviews should be carried out with 2 groups of people 
Pastors of Christian churches in Hong Kong 
-Wing Kwong Pentecostal Holiness Church 
-Baptist Church (I am a participant) 
Architectural firms designed Christian architecture in Hong Kong 
-Taoho Design Architects Ltd 
-The Architects" Mission (Designed 6 Christian architecture in Hong Kong) 
-CYS Associates (Hong Kong) Ltd (Suggested by Prof Bernard Lim) 
-Mr Vincent Ng (Suggested by Prof Bernard Lim) 
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Architectural Aspect 
Manipulation of envelope for lighting effect 
Sequence of spatial quality for modifying people's mood for worship 
Foreign Precedents 
-Notre-Dame-Du-Haut at Ronchamp by Le Co「busie「 
-Church of the light at Osaka by Tadao Ando 
-Church on the water at Hakkaido by Tadao Ando 
-Chapel of St. Ignatius at Seattle University by Steven Holl 
-Parish Church complex of Marco de Cannavezes at Portugal by Alvaro Siza 
-Church of Chnst at Tokyo by Fumihiko Maki 
-Kaze-no-Oka Crematonum at Nakatsu by Fumihiko Maki 
-Maniston church and parochial center at Finland by Juha Leiviska 
Local Precedents 
-Wing Kwong Pentecostal Holiness Church at Lok Fu by Taoho 
-Lutheran Theological Seminary at Shatin by The Architects' Mission 
-Fairview Park Alliance Church at Yuen Long 
-The Church of Chnst in China Mong Kok Church 
-Oi Kwan Baptist Church at Wan Chai 
-Shatin Baptist Church 
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023 Readings- Contemporary Christian Architecture 
Readings in this part are focused in the issue of Contemporary 
Chnstian Architecture, followings are the summary and thoughts 
after reading. Hoping these materials could help in the design 
process. 
The Chapel at Ronchamp 
Site Issue 
- the mountain acts as the podium for the chapel 
Building Composition 
- the chapel shifted from traditional rigid plan to organic plan, so that could been recognized 
from miles around 
- it changed the principle of symmetry and put benches on one side. 
- massing of the roof is a major feature when viewing the east and south facades, but is not 
visible from the north and west sides. This singularity immediately makes for a crucial 
contrast in general shape of building. 
Lighting and Envelope 
- south fa(;:ade is a curvilinear wall with orthogonal shaped opening of varying dimensions 
and deep cavities They highlight the thickness of wall for silent meditation 
- 3 towers for 3 side chapels facing 3 directions have 3 lighting and atmosphere 
- Its lighting offers either in terms of density or softness depending on the places it is 
directed towards 
- a thin strip of light under the roof, the roof seems to hover in the air 
- there are different types of glass clear, colored and painted with simple motifs 
- light plays with the forms and the materials, and animates the space by creating a different 
mood at different times of the day and in different seasons 
- the size of windows, as well as the depth and direction of the splays, vanes from one 
opening to another, gives the richness of spatial composition 
- east light in the morning convey joy, inviting prayer or meditation, west light at evening 
conveying thanksgiving 
- subtle effects by tunneling shaft of light through colored glass these rays softened by this 
filtering system, created color shadows in delicate hues on surface pale pinks, greens and 
blues, tones that change as the light becomes brighter or grows dimmer and as the sun 
shifts in the sky 
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Miscellaneous 
- entrance is a division between the wall and the volume of the tower 
- gargoyle vitalizes the fagade. Its gun barrel shape contrasts with the geometric rainwater 
tank. 
Accommodation 
Main Nave, 3 Side Chapels, Open-air Ceremonies, Prayer Room and Small Office. 
Mystical Themes in Le Corbusier's Architecture in the 
Chapel Notre- Dame-Du- Haut at Ronchamp 
Prologue 
- the pilg门m passes into the dim interior where his attention is drawn down the nave towards 
the east wall A square window on the upper right is ablaze with sunlight, illuminating a 
small sculpture: the miraculous state of Notre-Dame-Du-Haut. Above, a 门arrow gap of 
sunlight slices between the wall and the ponderous gray ceiling which, despite its mass 
and weight, appear to hover without visible support. 
A Marian Mystery Play 
- three towers represent /Annunciation, /Assumption and Coronation 
Ghosts of Ronchamp Past and Echoes of the Holy Land 
- physical history gave numerical data. Character of the site shaped the building The 
tradition conveyed the belief. 
Church on the Water 
Site issue 
- a large L-shaped concrete walls on two sides separates the churches and the pond 
terraces from the surrounding landscape and clearly establishes a boundary for the ctiurch 
precinct. 
Building Composition 
- in simple geometric relationship 
- the hick concrete walls keep out of chaos of the city- humans camot live in chaos, 
architecture therefore has a responsibility to create an ordered world. 
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Lighting and Envelope 
- the internal spaces become as complex sundials aided by such contrivances as skylight, 
slit and curved walls, which wtien seen from the inside, gives the impression being buried 
in the earth. 
- A dramatic sequence of controlled “light experience" as one passes from the brilliant light 
of the open sky on the exposed platform with its four crucifixes, to the darkened confined 
stairway leading down into the church, and thence, into the protected cave of the chapel. 
Accommodation 
Pulpit, Bench, Waiting Room for Wedding Ceremony 
The Chapel of St. Ignatius 
Site Issue 
- a reflecting pool at the chapel's south acts as a thinking field 
Building Composition 
- a slender metal-clad bell tower marks the approach to the chapel. The procession route 
begins with a rectangular green to the chapel's south and continues up a subtly shaped 
ramp alongside a shallow reflecting pool. The route "symbolizes the transition from the 
outside world to the spiritual world. 
Lighting and Envelope 
- the color identifies the various parts of the chapel. It springs from the combination of two 
sources natural light filtered through colored lenses and the color fields painted on the 
back of the hung partitions 
- "Seven Bottles of Light in a Stone Box": vessels in the shape of bottles that transmit the 
beauty of light during the day and radiate different colors of light during the night as a light 
house 
- most of the openings in this buildings are formed and are the result of the interlocking 
panels 
Accommodation 
Procession, Nave with benches. Choir with piano. Altar and pulpit. Blessed Sacrament chapel, 
Reconciliation chapel. Vesting Sacristy and Narthex 
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024 Subject of Thesis 
structure is the maker of light. A column and a column bring light 
between them. It is darkness-light, darkness-light, darkness-light, 
darkness-light. In the column we realize a simple and beautiful 
rhythmic beauty evolved from the primitive wall and its openings. At 
first, walls were thick They protected man. He felt the desire for the 
freedom and the promise of the world outside. He made at first a rude 
opening. Then he explained to the unhappy wall that, in accepting the 
opening, the wall must now follow a higher order with arches and piers 
as new and worthy elements. These are the realization in archrtecture 
of Light and Structure. The choice of a square room is also the choice 
of its as distinguished from other shapes and their light. Even a room 
which must be dark needs at least a crack of light to know how dark it is. 
But architects in planning rooms today have forgotten their faith in 
Natural Light. Depending o门 the touch of a finger to a switch, they are 
satisfied static light, and forget the endless changing qualities of natural 
light, in which a room is a different room every second of the day. 
-Si lence and Light by Louis Kahn 
Understanding from Louis Kahn 
This paragraph mainly talks about the relationship between Light and Structure. 
These two things can influence one another and can make the other into more 
meaningful and beautiful. 
It is not easy for human to recognize that light is around us, if changes of light are not 
apparent. When a piece of structure is put under the shine of light, light starts to 
have changes around the structure. It would be brighter on the front side. And it 
would be darker at the rear side. Since then human recognizes the presence of light 
and knows the beauty of rt. The row of columns could shape light into a rhythmic 
pattern with darkness and light appearing alternatively. The rhythmic beauty of light 
is therefore created by the intervening structure. 
Human has got dwellings to provide protection. Dwellings have walls, but with no 
characters on these thick structure. Once a hole is put on the wall, light comes in. 
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Human calls that hole an opening which reveals the desire of the human to relate the 
interior of his dwelling to the outside world. It is the behavior generated from the 
freedom existing inside human. Then human starts to appreciate the dwellings with 
openings for light to come in. The penetration of light brings out the beauty of the 
structure. 
The intention of Louis Kahn is to arouse architects that structure is not the only part of 
architecture that should be dealt with. Natural Light is the part carries the same 
weight as structure. It is the endlessly changing character of Natural Light that 
makes the structure to have Its own being in every moment. 
Subject of Thesis 
From the understanding of the importance of natural light,丨 aware that natural lighting 
could be an issue in designing architecture. Although Louis Kahn talked about the 
relationship between light and structure, there could be more to do with natural 
lighting. Other than exploring the sensual field, the issue could be sublimed to the 
emotional and spiritual f idds. Christian church is one of the possible choices that 
could be used to carry out the experiment. Therefore, I state the subject of my thesis 
project to be "Lighting in Christian Architecture" which is to create lighting experience 
through designing envelope of Christian architecture, in order to lift up congregations' 
hearts for worship. 
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Subject of this Presentation 
Other than the design theory from Louis Kahn, stated above, architectural theories 
from another three important architects will be looked into. Understanding and 
criticism will be given, focused on the issue around natural lighting. The three 
architects are Le Corbusier, Tadao Ando and Steven Holl. 
Moreover, analysis on their selected projects will be shown, in both text and sketches. 
The selected projects are Chapel at Ronchamp, Chapel on the Water and Chapel of 
St. Ignatius respectively. The analysis is focused on how they apply their 
architectural theories about natural lighting. I believe that natural light could be used 
to create Pilgrimage Route, the whole journey before entering the chapel. It could 
also be used to Define Space. 
Architecture is the masterly, correct and magnificent play of volumes 
brought together in light. Our eyes are made to see forms in light; light 
and shade reveal theses forms; cubes, cones, sphere and cylinders or 
pyramids are the great pnmary forms which light reveals to advantage 
The image of this is distinct and tangible within us and without ambiguity. 
- L e Corbusier 
Understanding from Le Corbusier 
Light is intangible, whereas architectural form is tangible. Light could only be 
expressed with the help of form. Le Corbusier suggested that simple geometric 
forms were the most appropriate in this use, as the essence of light could be shown 
on the surface with simplicity. Le Corbusier liked to put Light and Form together, as 
he thought about how people see forms. Under different light conditions, forms are 
depicted differently. Therefore, more aspects of forms could be enjoyed by the 
observers. In the other side, different forms bring out different beauties of light. 
Light and Form are in a pair. Therefore, Le Corbusier encouraged people to walk 
around the chapel designed by him to enjoy Light and Form thoroughly. 
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He also wrote that he was interested in the effect of architectural forms and the spirit 
of architecture in the construction of a vessel of intense concentration and meditation. 
I think that if the spirit of architecture is generated by lighting effect, what Le Corbusier 
wanted to achieve was to help people to get emotional peace for intense 
concentration and, for more, a spiritual status for meditation through the use of 
lighting. 
Then we share the same vision that lighting could exert its effect on not only sensual 
field, but also emotional and spiritual fields. 
Chapel at Ronchamp by Le Corbusier 
Le Corbusier was not a member of any particular faith. In designing this chapel he 
sought to evoke religious emotions through the play of Light and Form, without 
recourse to any obvious church typology. 
Pilgrimage Route 
Actually the design of the chapel is not confined to the building itself. The design 
starts from the pilgrimage route to approach the chapel. It begins from walking under 
the shade of the trees, seeing only a part of the roof. As walking forward, portion of 
the south facade begins to appear. The main entrance comes the next. Finally, 
pilgrims walk from the bnght exterior to the dark interior of the chapel. And that is the 
whole journey. 
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Le Corbusier used the Physical Locomotion of the pilgrims and the Visual Experience 
of them to create the pilgrimage route. Pilgrims enjoy the form of the chapel during 
the journey under the shine of natural light. This pilgrimage route helps prepare 
pilgrims' hearts before they worship god. 
Spatial Definition: Light and Form 
Design of the chapel adopts a plastic form with a sequence of sculptural events 
around rt. The intention of Le Corbusier was to make people walk around the chapel 
and enjoy the form of the chapel under different light conditions. 
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The south wall of the chapel has a series of irregular openings. The irregularity not 
only expresses on the locations, but also on the shape. Through designing the 
shape of the opening, the shape or scope of the natural light could be controlled. 
Variations of scopes of light created by the south wall are used to define the area of 
nave. Light defines space. 
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The three towers of the chapel take the form of high profile. As they are facing 
different directions, they receive natural light with different qualities. For example, 
the tower faces East receiving natural light with cool color in the morning and the 
tower faces West receiving natural light wrth warm color in the evening. Therefore, 
the configuration of the three towers and the different qualities of natural light received 
by them suggest the most appropriate time to use those side chapels. 
、、、 
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The junction between the roof and the wall wrth a thin gap lets a crack of natural light 
to gleams through. Seeing from the exterior, the roof is thick and heavily supported 
by the wall. However, seeing from interior, the roof seems to hover and detach from 
the wail. Light modifies the perception of the form of structure. 
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Understanding from Tadao Ando 
Tadao Ando stated that traditional Japanese architecture can use a piece of paper 
being held on a wooden frame to define space. When light shines on the paper, 
penetrates through It, light becomes tiny grains dispersed into the space. It creates 
the spirit of that space. 
Traditional Western architecture uses thick and heavy walls to define space. 
Because of structural requirement, small openings are used to let strong, intense light 
beams passing through. This act is originated from the human need to acquire light 
for the interior. 
Because of improvements in technology, excessive freedom in designing structure 
makes lots of contemporary architecture having too much transparency. There is no 
change in quality of light throughout the whole building. In addition, the use of 
artificial lighting further stabilizes the quality of light. There is no change in quality of 
light throughout the whole day. The endlessly changing power and liveliness of 
natural light cannot be expressed. This brings along the death of space. 
Therefore, Tadao Ando arouse designer to accept darkness as a part of light. The 
contrast between Light and Darkness brings life to the space. The ever-changing 
angle of the natural light makes space to keep living. 
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Chapel on the Water 
Pilgrimage Route: Light and Darkness 
The pilgrimage route begins from walking along a linear wall in the bright exterior, and 
then arriving at the dark, small entrance. Pilgrims have to walk upwards into a light 
box which has the quality of light as the exterior, and then downwards through a 
curvilinear stair with dark atmosphere. Finally, they arrive at the main auditorium 
looking towards the bright exterior with a self-standing cross inside the lake. 
Tadao Ando used the Light Experience to create the pilgrimage route. It makes 
pilgrims to walk in the light and dark alternatively. The contrast between Light and 
Darkness makes pilgrims to be aware of the whole architectural design. It helps 
people to get prepared before worshipping god. 
Spatial Definition 
Tadao Ando sees light as one of the four elements in nature, besides greenery, water 
and wind. His point of view is that the abstract expression of the elements can make 
them into sacred. 
He used bare concrete as primary material and two overlapping rectangular boxes as 
main form. By putting them under natural light, the archrtecture unexpectedly 
provides fine control over brightness. In return, the light define the two overlapping 
spaces by two means, one from the top and one from the front side; and one through 
translucent glass and one goes in directly. This simple, abstract expression of light 
helps build up the sacred atmosphere of the chapel. 
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Finding an initial concept for each project that captures the essence of 
the architectural opportunities unique to that project is, for me, a way into 
it, the door through which new ideas enter architecture. Though many if 
not most people who appreciate my work seem to focus on its 
experiential or phenomenological qualities- the light, the use of materials, 
and so forth- for me, what is important is the idea. 
-Steven Holl 
Understanding from Steven Holl 
As in his words, idea comes first. Light is only treated as one of the 
phenomenological quality of the design. However, method to acquire light is the idea 
in designing the Chapel of St. Ignatius. 
In the Jesuits “spiritual exercises", no single method is prescribed. Different methods 
help different people. Therefore, the design idea is to gather different qualities of 
light for defining different spaces of the chapel. 
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Chapel of St Ignatius 
Pilgrimage Route 
Steven Holl used the Symbolic Meaning to create the pilgrimage route. It leads 
pilgrims walking from the nature to the sacred, from a greenish lawn, to a bluish pool 
and then to a yellowish chapel. This symbolic path prepares the emotion of the 
pilgrim before they really worship god. 
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Spatial Definit ion 
Steven Holl had an idea of using "Seven Bottles of Light" to define seven major areas 
of the chapel. The seven bottles emerge from the top of the chapel acquiring natural 
light from different directions. As the seven bottles are different in shape, the 
resulting scopes of light are different as well. Actually, the direction of the incoming 
sunlight suggests the orientation of the activity happening in each area. The obvious 
axes for procession and nave are important to guide congregation. 
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The concept of Different Lights is further developed in the dialectic combination of a 
pure colored lens and a field of reflected color within each bottle. The lens and the 
field are in complementary color. And each bottle has Its own combination set of 
color. The play in color of light further enhances the definrtion of space. 
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The four sides of the chapel are formed by twenty-one interlocking panels. The 
panels interlock together leaving some slits, which form the openings of the chapel. 
These openings use natural light to separate different areas. Natural light plays a 
spatial defining role here by its ray. 
Gonclusio 门 
Regarding the architectural theories discussed above, I am more convinced by Le 
Corbusier's thinking about the use of light could be sublimed from sensual level to 
emotional and spiritual level. Obviously. Louis Kahn's point of view about 
relationship between light and structure could be further developed. 
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Tadao Ando's theory of appreciation towards light and darkness is extremely suitable 
for use in chapel design. The contrast between light and dark obviously brings 
something excitement to the emotion of people. However, his point about the 
excessive transparency of the contemporary architecture could be unders tood.丨 see 
the necessity of the high level of transparency in commercial buildings, as designers 
do not want even one piece of area to be insufficient in light, so as to distract the 
efficiency of the workers. From the functional point of view, this kind of treatment is 
valid. 
Regarding the architectural designs shown above, I see Le Corbusier used the shape 
of the south wall to modify the scope of incoming light. I also see Steven Holl used 
the shape of roof structure to serve the same purpose. It is important to modify the 
intangible natural light with the tangible structure, in order to acquire the desired 
lighting effect. I see the opportunity to create habitable spaces within the depth of 
wall and roof structure. Therefore, when light passes through the modified wall and 
roof structure, the movement of people inside could further enhance the variations of 
light, adding liveliness to the served space. Light gives life to space. 
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025 Interview with a Local Pastor 
Interviewee: Rev. Joshua Chan, Advisory Pastor of Fairview Park Alliance Church 
Location; Fairview Park Alliance Church, Town Center, Fairview Park, Yuen Long, Hong Kong 
Date: 6 November 2002 
Time. 4:00 p.m. 
Question 01 What is the role this church in serving the community^ 
Answer 01 The role of this church is being the "Light of the Community". The strategy is to 
increase the pace in serving the population of 25,000 residents living inside the community of 
Fairview Park Because there are no fencing walls around this church, this represents that all 
people are welcome to the church. Therefore, the grace from God could be delivered to 
people without barrier and restrain. 
Question 02 What kinds of activities are provided by this church regarding its role^ 
Regarding the activities provided, are there are any target groups? 
Answer 02 There are two kinds of activities providing to the community- religious and 
communal For religious activities, there are Sunday service in Cantonese, English, Pilipino 
and Thai, Sunday school. Bible study group, choir, prayer group and fellowship For 
communal activities, as this church is situated in a residential district, there are activities for all 
age groups from children, teenagers, adult to elderly. The activities are mainly courses 
including handicraft, mandarin, table tennis, guitar and cookery, and some lectures focusing 
on teenagers The target is placed on elderly, as they can spend more time in church 
There are courses for them from Monday to Friday 
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Question 03: Why choosing the existing site? What are the 
site selection criteria? 
Answer 03 There are three reasons for choosing this site. 
Firstly, this site is physically located at the center of 
Fairview Park. This echoes with the church's mission 
being a healthy heart in the community and sending 
nutrient to the surroundings Secondly, The Town Center 
Lake is nearby the site making it enjoyable to go to church. 
Thirdly, there is a large flow of people near the Town Center. 
These make the site to be a desired one for the church. 
Question 04 Are there any site restriction imposed on the 
building9 
Answer 04 There is a height restriction for 13 meters, but 
we succeeded to get an exception for the Cross to be the 
only installation higher than 13 meters in Fairview Park. It 
represents we raise the Gross and let it be a门 icon in the 
district 
Question 05 What is the theme of this architectural 
design? 
Answer 05 The 10,000 sq ft church is composed of 
shifted, parallel blocks linked together by arcades and a 
bell tower, grouped together around an open courtyard 
The principal building contains a 300-seat sanctuary, 
baptismal pool, prayer room and choir loft within a 
double-height volume The community wing houses 
meeting rooms for social services, as well as church offices, 
pantry and pastor's quarters 
The shifting of volumes creates opportunities for the public 
and private spaces to the south, an outdoor plaza serves 
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as a public entrance court facing the lake and promenade; 
to the north, a private garden for the pastor faces 
neighboring houses across the street. 
The building forms are crisp and contemporary, 
predominantly white, 2-story volumes in conformity with 
surrounding houses, but with the skylighted bell tower and 
triangulated roof of the sanctuary hall to provide visual 
identity to the church as the community landmark. 
Question 06 What are the design ideas in using natural 
lighting'? 
Answer 06 There are three mam ideas in using natural 
lighting Firstly, there are tv/o extra-large Crosses in glass 
on both east and west facades The east one lets sunlight 
to pass through during Sunday service Secondly, there 
are two rows of glass windows and doors on the north and 
south sides of church This utilizes natural light greatly 
Thirdly, there are prisms on top of the baptismal pool for 
creating lighting effect dunng baptism 
Quest ion 07 Are there any ideas for the construction 
materials'? 
Answer 07 The church is built with「einforced concrete 
structure with gray metallic luster 「oofing tiles, white 
aluminum windows, white ceramic wall tiles, gray granite 
accent tiles and pavers Internal finishes are painted 
plaster, timber doors and trim, vinly sheet floors and natural 
slate flooring in the church hall 
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031 Site Searching 
As my Non- Denominational Chnstian Church is going to serve 
the adjacent community, in order to welcome them to come and 
join the service, I would like to pick an urban district. The urban 
district should be running twenty-four hours a day. It should 
provide daytime activities and nighttime activities as well. This 
characteristic supports my church to serve the community 
throughout the whole day, generating different forces in doing 
design. Three districts have been chosen during the searching 
period. They are Mong Kok District, pnnce Edward District and 
Wan Chai District. 
In each district, the characteristics including advantages and 
disadvantages will be discussed. Through looking into different 
aspects, estimation of the potential of each site is used to 
determine which district is going to be investigated more deeply 
in the next section. A site map and photographical images are 
attached to help visualize the location and situation respectively. 
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A. Mong Kok District 
The site under investigation is an outdoor 
car park near the KCR Mong Kok Station. 
It is a large piece of brown space which is 
valid to take it and be developed into a 
purposed building. The size of the site is 
suitable for building an urban church Its 
rectangular shape makes it even easier to 
be handled. Plenty of sunlight is shining 
into the site, which is an advantage in doing 
religious architecture, especially one of my 
visions IS to address it with light. 
However, the noise from the adjacent 
vehicular road is too loud Moreover, the 
human noise from the district heart is 
transmitted to the site through the reflection 
of the adjacent massive building. Some 
measures should be imposed to deal with 
this problem And it can be solved 
The major difficulty in this site is the 
impression perceived by the pedestrians 
People seeing this site to be a place to walk 
trough or passing by It is not a place to 
stay As I am not doing something like 
shopping mall, the purpose of my building 
does not match with the site However, 
there is potential in selecting a site in Mong 
Kok District 
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B. Prince Edward District 
The site under investigation is an existing 
church building which includes three storeys 
of auditorium on the first three floors and 
nine floors on top for office use The nature 
of this building is medium-rise like the 
adjacent ones If picking this site, 
modification would be made to change the 
medium-rise into a low-rise one, as my 
vision IS to make a crystal in the community. 
The size of the site is a little bit smaller than 
It should be, but its rectangular shape is 
easy to handle 
The buildings in this district are closely 
packed together leaving small vehicular road. 
Therefore, vehicular noise is not so severe 
here /\nd the large flow of people in this 
district makes the church to be valid. 
However, the closely packed environment in 
this district makes very little sunlight can 
penetrate through the gaps between 
buildings in order to shine my church As 
one of my visions is to address the church 
with light, the environment lowers the 
potential to select a site in this district 
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C. Wan Chai District 
The site under investigation is a piece of 
land for the construction of a prestigious 
commercial building owned by Tung Wah 
Group of Hospital. As it is a comer site, the 
flow of pedestrian is moderate which is valid 
to build an urban church. The adjacent 
wide vehicular road makes the site to be 
very noisy, but it can be solved by 
architectural means 
The advantage of this site is its sufficient site 
area and rectangular shape. The whole 
distnct surrounding it is mainly residential 
having great amount of people living in it. 
This large community surely needs a church 
to serve them 
However, the tall building height of the 
surroundings make sunlight to be heavily 
shaded Even during the afternoon, it is not 
easy to acquire sufficient sunlight for 
addressing the architecture This makes 
Wan Chai District to be not a suitable one for 
my use 
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032 Site Selection 
Among the previous options of districts, all of them have sufficient 
flow of people surrounding it. The great amount of population in 
each community provides suitable target for the project. As all 
three districts are i门 urban setting, during both daytime and 
nighttime, heavy traffic is always a problem which creates loud 
vehicular noise. However, this problem can be solved by 
architectural means. 
Sunlight actually is a more important issue than the previous 
ones As one of my visions is to address the church with light, 
sufficient sunlight must be able to penetrate into the church 
interior Buildings in Prince Edward District are closely packed 
together avoiding sunlight to penetrate though the building gaps. 
Buildings in Wan Chai Dist门ct have greater height preventing 
sunlight to shine on the site. Environment in Mong Kok District 
IS preferable as the wide distance of vehicular road always allow 
sunlight to shine on the buildings. Therefore, for selecting a site, 
Mong Kok District have been looked into more deeply. 
There are three choices, one is near KCR Mong Kok Station, one 
IS on Boundary Street and one is on Mong Kok Road They all 
fulfill the criteria stated previously In this section, the site area 
and the shading created by the adjacent buildings would be 
checked, in order to select the most suitable one for the project 
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A. Site near KCR Mong Kok Station 
As the program and scale of my project is 
quite similar to those of one of the local 
precedents- Fairview Park Alliance Church, 
the evaluation of the requirements would be 
compared to that particular church. The 
site under investigation is near KCR Mong 
Kok Station. The total site area is 1850 m^ 
approximately. Comparing it to that of 
Fairview Park Alliance Church- 1425 m ,^ the 
site area is enough. However, there could 
be more ope门 space contributed to the 
community to cope with the title. 
The shading created by the adjacent 
buildings in the morning and in the afternoon 
IS quite little making it a desirable site for 
using sunlight 
However, the nature of the site is for people 
to walk trough or pass by It is not a place 
to stay Therefore, it is not so desirable at 
this particular aspect 
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B. Site on Boundary Street 
The Site under investigation is on Boundary 
Street which is a part of the football field. 
The advantage here is the freedom to take 
any part of the field. However, the football 
field is really larger than required. A portion 
of the field is chosen to be the site area, and 
it already includes 7200 m^ which is two to 
three folds of what is required. 
The environment there is really desirable as 
there is very few adjacent buildings. The 
most dominant one is a primary school on 
the opposite side of the vehicular road. 
Therefore, there is no shading imposed on 
the site by the adjacent buildings. 
The difllcultv of this site is that the 
location IS far away Iroin the heartland 
of Mong Kok District. It is like serving 
another community in Shek Kip Mei 
District which is not a busv one. 
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C. Site on Mong Kok Road 
The site under investigation is on Mong Kok 
Road. The site area is 3000 m^ 
approximately, which is larger than that of 
the Fairview Park Alliance Church, but still 
acceptable. A portion of the site area could 
the门 be allocated to serve the community as 
an open space 
The shading aeated by the adjacent 
buildings in the morning and in the afternoon 
IS quite little making it a desirable site for 
using sunlight. 
The site is located at the heart of a 
residential area At the same time, it is 
quite near to the heartland of Mong Kok 
District 
知、” 
As the site area, shading condition and 
location are all positive, this site is the most 
desirable among the three options. 
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033 Site Analysis 
The selected site is located two blocks away from the Nathan 
Road, which has the major commercial activities on the two sides 
of it The site is not located at the major commercial area is 
under the consideration of the practical feasibility. Therefore, it 
is located at the center of a residential area instead, in order to 
serve the community surrounding it. 
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A. Activity Mapping 
During lunch hour, there o^b nonmaity twenty peopte 
staying in the ate. Those peopie are particularty 
unemployed or have no where to 90. TT>e open space 
sSghtty shottored space for thefn to caht 
luncti 
in this project lo 
the community. 
peopie staying In the 
During dinner bmc, there are rwrmalfy very few peopte 
Btayir>g in the site. Those peopie just stay few minutiwi 
there for a dgarette. or waiting for frtenda. The open 
space could notprovida ooough sacurKyfor p®opte 
stay<r>g wth oomfortaWe feeding, due to the activities of 
gangs. Therefore. 1 is a task In ttita projoct to provide a 
certain levoJ of shcHtar tor the open apace at night timo 
in oftler to weteofne the community. 
peopte staying in 
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During day, then 
operatng around the site. However, companies selling 
bulding or construction materials are parttajtarty 
gathering along the ac^acent streets. Lots of wofters 
with their vans oorrie and p«ck up th« goods. The 
businoM makes the street to be busy and creates tots 
of noise. The suggests the first move in the design to 
have the human spaces sunken Into the ground. 
business (kjnng daytime 
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During rOght dme. leti adjacent streets seem to be 
Mah|ong dub, nighth dub and night 
turn up The actMtlee of gangs seem to be rm 
active. The ooJy light that shinee throught that area 
from teh signboard. Therefor®, this chirO 
light box emittjng True Light in ordor to Mt up 
firmly. 
bustiess dunng nightljn 
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B. Environment Studies 
As the site is located at the center of a residential area, the 
human flow surrounding it is very large. It is really convenient to 
access the site by different kinds of transportation, KCR, MTR or 
bus. There is a need to set up a receiving area at the site comer 
in order to welcome people. Later on this area is developed into 
an entrance plaza. 
、 
As the site is on Mong Kok Road, heavy traffic is expected during 
the whole day. The loud vehicular noise could be a severe 
problem to a church there which needs quietness for service. 
Some architectural means should be imposed to solve the 
problem In planning, the minor part of building could protect the 
major part from noise And the whole building mass could 
protect the open space behind Moreover, the spaces require 
quietness could be sunken into the ground so as to avoid the 
noise on ground level 
N O N - D E N O " = ^ ! N A - ^ , O N A l C H R ' S ^ A N C 
There is a series of factories on an adjacent road. The factories 
create unpleasant smell and annoying noise by the machines. 
A nullah is also sited near that series of factories. The 
unpleasant smell from it is even more annoying. These affect 
the onentation of the church building. The whole project could 
turn Its back to the nullah and the factories. The main fagade of 
the church building could face to the internal side of the whole 
project 
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C. Shadow Studies 
As one of the visions is to use sunlight to address the church, 
there is a need to study the shadow cast on the site by the 
surrounding buildings. A shadow study has been carried out 
simulating the situation throughout the whole year, so as to find 
out the most desirable area for the chapel portion. 
During summer and fall, only the lower part of the site is not 
shaded in the morning- the time to hold the service The whole 
site IS not shaded from afternoon on. During winter, the whole 
site IS shaded on the ground level in the morning. And the 
situation IS like that during summer and fall from afternoon on. 
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04 Design Process 
041 Studies of program 
As the project is about a No 门- Local Precedents 
De门ominational Ghnstia门 Ghurch, programs 
of two foreign and three local precedents are Pentecostal Holiness Winq Kwonq 
studied in order to extract the common area Church 
and major spaces that a「 e required to Site Area 1500 m^ 
complete this program Building Area 1300 m^ 
Auditorium (295 persons) 153 m^ 
Altar 8 m^ 
Foreign Precedents Baptismal Pool 4 
Bride's Room 11 m^ 
Church of Liqht Male Lavatory 10 m^ 
Site Area 390 m^ Female Lavatory 14 m^ 
Building Area 133 m^ Disable Lavatory 4 m^ 
Procession 10 m^ Chapel Height 11 m 
Waiting Area 12 m^ 
Auditorium (68 persons) 66 m^ 
Altar 21 m^ Chapel at Lutheran Seminary 
Chapel Height 6 9 m Entrance Foyer 20 m^ 
Auditorium (210 persons) 110 m^ 
Altar 24 m^ 
Chapel of St. Ignatius Choir 24 m^ 
Site Area 2078 m^ AV Control 10 m^ 
Building Area 565 m^ Chapel Height 10 m 
Procession 49 m" 
Narthex 65 m^ 
Auditorium 149 m^ 
Altar 39 m^ 
Choir 37 
Blessed Sacrament Chapel 
Reconciliation Chapel 7m: 
Vesting Sacnsty 15 m^ 
Washrooms 37 m^ 
Chapel Height 9 m 
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Chapel Height 12m 
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042 Development of Design 
B. Second Submission 
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042 Development of Design 
C. Third Submission 
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042 Development of Design 
D. Fourth Submission 
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043 Final Drawings 
Planning Process 
The main idea in planning the project is to let the chapel portion 
to be the most important and dominant part, like an invaluable 
gem, standing by itself inside the community. This reveals the 
importance of the chapel in serving the community. 
The other parts of the project is like a ribbon surrounding the gem 
I门 a rather profile in order to have the contrast. Those parts 
include the procession, office and function room. 
RIBBON & GEM 
The solid part of the project is angular and hard in impression 
In order to make a contrast, the void space of the project is made 
to be curvilinear and soft Therefore, oval shape is used for the 
open space i门 order to connect the whole site together. All parts 
of the open space are imposed with the same scheme Those 
parts include the entrance plaza, meditation area and community 
sourtyard 
OVAL CONNECTION 
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B. Three Journeys 
PIA7A LEVEL PLAN 
mm uan 
PLAN 
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C. Pilgrimage 
Among the three journeys, the most important one is the 
pilgrimage. It is the route for the pilgrims to approach the chapel. 
The project extends the pilgrimage to the exterior of the site. 
Starting from walking along the streets on the two sides of the site, 
the form of the building parts tell the pilgrims towards the 
entrance plaza at the comer. The ribbon is meant to be an 
indicator for the direction of the route. 
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D. Metaphor of Life 
Once the pilgrims step into the site, the pilgrimage indicated by 
the variant architectural elements is a metaphor of life. In life, 
one has high tide and low tide, happiness and sorrow. 
Whenever one has sadness and failure, he would turn around 
and seek god That's life. 
At here, the steps go up and down. At the lowest point, the 
L-shaped walls tell pilgrims to turn, go into the church. Finally, 
the curved ceiling indicates the destiny- the cross on the altar end 
wall. 
AXONOMETRIC DRAWING 
FOR PILGRIMAGE i 
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E. Chapel Sections 
£1 
FOYER CROSS SECTION 1:100 






CHAPEL CROSS SECTION 
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F. Meditation Area 
This project is located in a busy urban district. The daily life 
here is rushing and noisy. General public has the tendency to 
seek opportunity escaping from it. This church creates a quiet 
space for both pilgrims and community to meditate. An oval 
shape void space is sunken into the ground, wrapped by thick 
bare concrete wall. It keeps the noise and rushing pace outside. 
The only one thing here is the scene of the sky reflected on the 
surface of the water pool in front of the seats 
— I 一 一 ， I — 
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G. Community Courtyard 
As a Non- Denominational Ghristian Church serving the 
community, the project stated to allocate a portion of the land to 
welcome the public. A sunken courtyard is built to let the 
unemployed and the passenger to stay here for a while. This 
sheltered space provides protection during both daytime and 
nighttime free from activities of gangs. The greenery addresses 
the open space with shadings and the impression of softness as 
well. 
V n 
COURTYARD LONGITUDINAL SECTION i 100 






COURTYARD CROSS SECTION 
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05 Detail Studies 
051 Light Intensity 
The chapel is linked to the meditation area 
through a pair of doors located at the altar 
end wall. After service, worshippers could 
gather inside the chapel and chat with others 
or going out to the meditation area to think 
about the message delivered by the priest. 
The altar end wall is U-shaped and acts as a 
plugged in element. The gaps on the two 
sides let sunlight to pass through. 
However, the light supplied by 1 metre gap 
on the two sides is not enough to shine the 
interior space Therefore, the gap is 
widened to 3 metres to allow more sunlight 
to come I门 the passage to the meditation 
area is now the whole gap instead of the 
door The level of esthetics is enhanced 
and the light intensity for the auditorium is 
enough. 
After fixing the light intensity for the 
auditorium, the altar is discovered to be quite 
dark Therefore, the altar end wall is 
separated into two layers The front layer 
acts as a frame and the back one is for 
reflection of sunlight. The light intensity for 
the altar area has improved Moreover, the 
front layer indicates the direction of passage 
towards the meditation area which enhances 
its architectural meaning 
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052 Colour of Reflection 
The idea of stained glass has been used in 
the church for centuries. From using the 
stain to tell the stories in bible to paintings 
describing the creatures created by god, 
colourings on the glass window of church 
have involved in an evolution. Paintings 
has become some abstract forms in some 
occasions And there are large piece of 
curtain wall wrapping the church with 
mono-coloured glass I do not want the 
whole chapel interior to be filled with a 
particular colour of light Therefore, I 
choose the glass cladding of my chapel to 
be colourless with a clean and neat feeling 
while looking from outside 
possibilities in altering the scene by the use 
of colour. As I am doing a 
Non-Denominational Ghnstia门 Ghurch, there 
is no particular representative badge or 
colour. I would not give one final answer 
The magic of applying colour goes to the 
reflection of sunlight. The back side of the 
front layer of altar end wall is painted The 
colour of the paint influences the reflection of 
light falls on the front side of the back layer 
The first attempt is to have a warm colour 
like red The reflection is quite pinky and 
gives the message of joy 
The second attempt is to have a cold colour 
like green The reflection is quite 
comfortable with the impression of nature 
The attempts of colourings here are not the 
only answers It just demonstrates the 
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053 Materials 
Different materials give different feelings to 
the interior space. In this section,丨 would 
like to demonstrate the options of different 
materials and finishing so as to find out my 
own decision 
The first attempt is to give the feeling of 
modernity by using a cool colour scheme 
which IS desirable to young generation 
The bluish stone flooring with bare concrete 
wall IS matched with blue painted pew and 
white painted aitar and cross The flooring 
and wall give the sense of strong and tough 
while the pew is making a contrast with the 
altar and the cross. The whole scheme is 
impressive to me. 
level up to three metres on wall is covered 
with wooden panel to address the space for 
human. All the furniture exposes their 
surface with bare wooden finish. The 
whole scheme gives natural feeling. I think 
I get the answer. 
The second attempt is under the 
consideration of practical issues In order 
to hide the possible crack of concrete wall, a 
layer of rendering in creamy colour is put on 
the wall The altar and the cross is 
modified to grey in colour to weaken the 
contrast to the colour of pew I found 
myself preferred the warmer colour tone to 
the cooler one 
The third attempt is to express the feeling of 
welcome, as the tneme of the project is to 
welcome the public Natural wooden 
finishing gives me the impression of warm 
and softness. Therefore. I use wooden 
floonng instead of stone one From ground 
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054 Chapel Construction 
Sunlight comes from the sky. And the sun 
always represents the bnght side of thinking 
or life. Therefore, sunlight is used to 
address the chapel representing the 
presence of god very often 
Inducing the sunlight into the intenor, there 
are ways to do it by the addition of volumes 
on top of the chapel like using bottles to 
collect the sunlight My way in doing it is to 
use subtraction instead The idea to use 
subtract is to make a simple geometrical 
exterior appearance It helps the pilgrims 
to clear their mind from the busy of life 
before going into the church. Once 
standing inside the chapel, it gives a门other 
grand feeling seeing the carving out of 
volume from the whole 
In order to distinguish the outside from the 
inside, the external surface of the chapel 
volume IS wrapped with glass cladding, while 
the internal walls are structural concrete 
The practical way to provide the impression 






Imagine the outer glass cladding is lighted 
by spot lights, the whole chapel is a shining 
crystal standing in the community In order 
to enhance the architectural meaning of its 
self-standing characteristic, a gap of one 
metre is left between the adjacent retaining 
walls and the chapel This layer of space 
hides the spot lights in practical. 
y 
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CHAPEL DETAIL PLAN 
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